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NOT only did the Emmy Awards shine a light on some of the small screen’s
biggest talents, it also showcased the season’s most popular hair trends, with Alisters bringing their A-game to the red carpet hair style stakes.
Emilly Hadrill, Gold Coast hair extension specialist said the Emmys red carpet was the
perfect place for Aussies to seek inspiration before updating their own locks.

LOS ANGELES, CA — SEPTEMBER 17: Actor Rashida Jones attends the
69th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards at Microsoft Theater on September
17, 2017 in Los Angeles, California. Frazer Harrison/Getty Images/AFP

“Hair extensions are your best friend when it comes to transforming your tresses,” she
said.
“Bangs definitely dominated the red carpet, with the likes of Sofia Vergara, Robin Wright,
Rashida Jones and homegrown Aussie Renee Bargh all giving us major fringe envy.

TV personality Renee Bargh arrives for the 69th Emmy Awards at the
Microsoft Theatre on September 17, 2017 in Los Angeles, California. / AFP
PHOTO / Mark RALSTON

“Bangs are a sure-fire way to transform your look, but if you’re not ready to take the chop,
hair extensions are a great option for achieving a lust-worthy faux fringe without
committing to the maintenance and grow out stage that a full-time fringe can bring.”
Ms Hadriil said the classic ponytail was also a popular pick.

“The perfect pony also made the ultimate style statement on the red carpet, favoured by
Priyanka Chopra and Jane Fonda who debuted a brand new, ultra-sleek ‘do that can be
partly attributed to a few extensions here and there,” she said.
“If your hair is on the thinner side, the subtle art of adding length and volume to your
pony is simple with the help of hair extensions, which will go a long way in pulling off a
high and bouncy up-do that is worthy of the red carpet.”
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